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> To break the monotony of regular academic sessions.

> To enrich the creativity and talent of the students.

> To provide them with an opportunity to showcase their artistic skills.

> To enabje the students, showcase their innovation.

DESCRIPTIONT

"Believe you can and you,te halfway there.',
-By Theodore Roosevelt

An intra-school activjty, 'Folder Makind on Presidents of the world' was conducted for the students of
class vI. The students participated with a lot of zeal and zest and came forward with mesmenzing piece

of art. This activity helped in enhancing their knowledge about the Presidents of the world. f4oreover, the
kind of enthusiasm and energy shown by them was commendable. The folders that were created by the
gtucerts shawcased their admirable efforts, talent. and knowledge. It was extremely impossible to select
the best out of the lot as every single folder was praiseworthy in itself, It was a pleasure to watch our
smart children conduct themselves in such a disciplined manner and render the enjoyable content with
such feeling and convjction.

Folder lvlaking

Presidents of the World

RDPS

Respective classrooms

F day,27.04,2018, Zero Period

Class VI (A-E)

Intra School Activity

At the end four best folders were selected from each section and final best three folders were selected

cverall and declared as winners. Winning the competition was a matter of honor and pride not only for the
individual participants but also for the classes that won.

These intra-school activities serve as a motivation for the students to make them understand their worth
and creativity and gives them an opportunity to outshine themselves.

Prepared 14s. Manisha Sachdeva

Submitted I\4s. Geetika lla hotra
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